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A key finding from second-order cybernetics is the closure theorem (von Förster, 2003, p. 321), 
i.e.,  in every operationally closed system there arise eigenbehaviours (von Förster, 1984; 2003; 
Varela, 1979; 1984). The purpose of this presentation is to demonstrate how the theorem 
explains the well-known learning curve phenomenon, and to explore the embodiment of the 
operationally closed learning system and the ensuing implications for the development of cost-
efficient low-carbon technologies to manage the risks of climate change. 
 
On the most fundamental level, the learning system is viewed as a spinor with two superposed 
states; a reflexive state, Computing, and a physically active state, Producing. Theoretical results 
(Wene 2007; 2018) reproduce observations and measurements (Wene 2008; 2011; 2015). The 
Viable System Model (VSM: Beer, 1979) is used to explore the embodiment of the learning 
system and reveals contrapuntal learning. The learning curve makes the solution space non-
convex and legitimizes Governments’ deployment programmes as efficient and indeed 
necessary policy measures to manage the risk of climate change (IEA, 2000; Wene, 2016). A 
complicating factor is that the reach of the learning curve is global which requires concerted 
action among Governments to buy down cost.  
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